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Crash Tag Team RacingNorth American Boxing ArtDeveloper (s)Radical EntertainmentPublisher (s)Vivendi Universal Games (s) Joel DeYoungTim BennisonVlad CeraldiDesigner (s)Joe McGinnArtist (s) zelko DuvnjakWriter (s) Jordan Reichek, Chris MitchellCompozer (s)Mark BarilSpitalmutMack NeilsonSeryCrash BandicootPlatform (s)GameCube,
PlayStation 2, PlayStation Portable, XboxReleaseGameCube, PlayStation 2, XboxNA: October 19, 2005EU: November 4, 2005EU: November 11, 2005 (GC)PlayStation PortableNA: November 10, 2005EU: November 25 , 2005Genre (s)Platformerkart racervehicular combatMode (s) Single-shoulder player Crash Tag Team Racing is a racing video game
developed by Vancouver-based Radical Entertainment and published by Vivendi Universal Games for GameCube, PlayStation 2, Xbox and PlayStation Portable. The game was released in North America on October 19, 2005 and in Europe on November 4, 2005. The PlayStation 2 version was played in three Crash Bandicoot Action Pack discs (along with
Crash Nitro Kart and Crash Twinsanity) in the United States on June 12, 2007 and in Europe on July 20, 2007. A Nintendo DS version was planned, but it was canceled. Crash Tag Team Racing is the third racing game in the Crash Bandicoot video game series, after Crash Nitro Kart, which became an indirect sequel to Crash Team Racing. The game's
story focuses on the exploits of the main character, Crash Bandicoot, who must win ownership of a dilapidated theme park by finding his missing Power Gems in front of his nemesis, Dr. Neo Kortex, can. Crash Tag Team Racing received generally mixed reviews; While its visual style, humor and extra content are generally praised, racing mechanics and
track design have been criticized for being uninsved, and the graphic quality of the game was deemed inconsistent. The contents of the game were later remastered as part of crash Team Racing Nitro-Fueled, released on June 21, 2019. Gameplay Crash and Crunch Bandicoot's vehicle collision (two cars merged into one), with Crunch at the wheel and
crashing into a rotary tower. The player takes control of The Crash Bandicoot, which must receive the Black Power Gem Ebenezer von Clutch, along with the missing power gems in each of the park's five themed areas. The player will compete in races and mini-games to earn Wumpa Coins, The Currency Park, and Power Crystals, find the Power Gem
needed to open five areas of the park, and eventually uncover the identity of the Power Gem thief. As the player explores the park, platform gates can be introduced to unlock a new platformer, with additional Wumpa coins and Power Crystals can be earned by playing the platform, all of which include a platformer with an icon over your head to unlock cars,
upgrade weapons, or clothing in mini-games. The player can boxes and collect Wumpa coins in order to buy rewards such as new clothes; Drinking Wumpa Whip gives the player a temporary coin multiplier that earns extra money from Wumpa coins and boxes. To unlock the Power Gem at the end of the themed area, which opens an additional area of the
theme park, it takes to collect energy crystals. Mini-cartoons called Die-O-Ramas can also be unlocked; These cutscenes display accidents of being seriously injured or killed off in various, and largely humorous ways. Unlocking all 34 Die-O-Ramas opens another suit for Crash. Die-O-Ramas can be viewed at any time under the Extras section in the main
menu. The main hook of Crash Tag Team Racing is the collision function found during the racing sections of the game. The player can collide with another vehicle by pressing a certain button depending on the gaming platform. The player's car will merge with the nearest enemy's car, and the player will drive a powerful weapon tower to shoot at other
vehicles. The tower can be used not only to fire at enemy vehicles, but also to knock out incoming attacks. Plot Characters Home article: List of Crash Bandicoot Characters Return characters Crash Tag Team Racing from left to right: Dr. N. Jean, Crunch Bandicoot, Band Crashicoot, Coco Bandicoot, Nina Cortex and Dr. Neo Cortex Six returning characters
from previous Crash star titles in Crash Tag Team Racing, as well as five original characters. The player's character and the game's protagonist, Crash Bandicoot, is a developed bandicoot who must win each of the races in MotorWorld Von Clutch and win the case in the park before his enemies can. The accident is allied with his sister Coco and friend
Crunch. The main antagonist of the series, Dr. Neo Cortex, is a crazy scientist who tries to win the case in the park and use it for his evil purposes. Cortex is bound by his right-hand man, Dr. N. Jin, and his niece Nina. The game introduces two new game characters: Ebenezer von Clutch, a deranged German cyborg, is the owner of MotorWorld, and must get
his Black Power Gem before it automatically shuts down. Helping him and Bandicoots is a Texan Pasadena racer O'Possum. Additional non-incredible characters include Willie Woomp's mysterious cheeks, the park's overly hilarious mascot and the source of Wumpa Whip; and Chick Gizzard Lips and Stewed, two chicken race commentators who provide
comic relief and serve as crash mentors during the game. Roaming around the park is a fleet of numerous drones, a group of hapless employees who will take a certain amount of money to give the accident what it needs, and various pedestrians who seem to be just as unhappy with the park as the fleet of drones. The Story of Chick Lips and Stew announce
farewell race in MotorWorld von Clutch, 5 Ebenezer von Clutch in auto-race theme theme due to the theft of Power Gems power park. Black Power Gem powered the body of cyborg von Clutch is also missing, leaving it with only hours left to live. By coincidence, Crash, Coco and Kranch Bandicoot run into the park, fleeing from their enemies Dr. Neo Cortex,
his niece Nina and Dr. N. Jin. Von Clutch recruits all six to search for missing Power Gems, offering ownership of the park to those who find them, and Cortex plans to use the park as a new base of operations. The group also meets Pasadena O'Possum, a professional racer hired by Von Clutch to find Power Gems, and Willie Wamp Chicks, the park's
mascot and producer of his popular drink Wumpa Whip. The accident finds and returns all the missing Power Gems, officially winning ownership of the park. Cortex, Coco and Pasadena suspect that the true thief tried to sabotage their efforts by mentioning the trail of Weep Woop at the site of each Power Gem theft. The accident was initially suspected due
to his heavy drink consumption, but an exasperated Willie shows himself to be the culprit. With the pearl of Black Power Gem, Willie runs to Astro Land and prepares to escape into outer space via astro Land's largest rocket. Heroes give chase, while the background Of Clutch finally runs out of power on and off. In Astro Land, Willie prepares to launch a
rocket, but Crash pulls a nearby lever that interrupts the launch. Before they dare Willie about the whereabouts of Black Jam, Cortex and his team appear on their own ship and shoot At Willie, liquefying him. Cortex prepares to kill the Bandicoots, but Crash throws the chicken into the ship's main rotor, causing it to fail, and Cortex vows revenge as he
retreats. The Bandicoots are represented in the park, but Coco decides that he should be returned to the background of The Clutch, although due to the loss of Black Jam, Pasadena confirms that Von Clutch will remain deactivated. Crash accidentally finds the pearl of Black Power in the whip Wumpa of Willie's remains, trying to drink it. He revives Von
Clutch, which gives Bandicoots free lifetime passes to the park in gratitude. The accident is patting the Clutch background on the back, inadvertently throwing away the Black Power Gem and deactivating the Clutch background again. Fearing that he accidentally killed von Clatch, Crash jumps into one of the cars and drives away. The development of Selko
Duvniak served as a conceptual artist for Crash Tag Team Racing. The story, all new characters and script game/dialogue were created by animation producer and director Jordan Reichek of Perky Pickle Studios. He was assisted by Chris Mitchell of Radical Games. Reichek based the story on Walt Disney's twisted hybrid theme park and Scooby Doo-type
mysteries. Reichek was involved in the production of the game as a writer and creative consultant to Vivendi Universal after his participated in the previous Crash Bandicoot title, Crash Twinsanity, where he offered a similar creative direction. Full motion videos were created by Red Eye Studios, which previously animated cutscenes for Crash Nitro Kart and
Twinsanity. The game was built by Sarah Meagher and Vincent Chin, while the cars were built by Kevin Fink. The soundtrack to the game was written by Mark Baril and Spiralmouth (the latter repeated his musical role from Crash Twinsanity), and Michael Neilson became an additional piece of music; Gabrielle Mann of Spiralmouth doubled as a soundtrack
producer. Fifteen track soundtrack was released on March 6, 2007, and is available in the iTunes Music Store. The sound design of the game was provided by Corey Hawthorne. Voice actors of the game have been cast and directed by Chris Borders at Technicolor Interactive Services. Lex Lang and Debi Derryberry played Dr. Cortex and Coco, while The
Crown, Crunch, N. Gina and Nina were won by Jess Harnell, Chris Williams, Nolan North and Amy Gross. The new characters von Clutch, Pasadena and Willie were voiced respectively by Danny Mann, Chanel Walkerman and Roger L. Jackson. Admission AdmissionAgregregated scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic (Xbox) 69/100 (PSP) 68/100 (PS2) 66/100
18 (GC) 66/100 Assessment ReviewPublicationScoreEGM13.55 /3020Eurogamer (PS2) 7/10 (PSP) 5/10 (PSP) 7.0/10 (Gamespot7.3/10) (PSP) 7.0/10 After the release, the Crash Tag Team Racing team received mixed reviews. Matthew Fisher of TeamXbox praised the collision mechanics as a great addition, as well as a variety of tracks and weapons.
Alex Navarro of GameSpot concluded that race is not exactly the star of the show, but the additional elements of Crash Tag Team Racing combine it all into a unique and enjoyable experience; On the topic of the PSP version, Navarro added that the time of downloading the portable version was painful. Greg Ford and Kathleen Sanders of Electronic Gaming
Monthly dismissed the game as a game for young players and criticized the repetitive cycle of clearing worlds and tracks, though Ford acknowledged that the disparate gameplay elements were innocuously competent. GameSpy's Hector Guzman found the mechanic's encounter amusing and interesting, but ridiculed the platformer's camera for its terrible
clumsiness. Justin Spear of the G4 felt that while the platform and racing elements were decent, the game was short and shallow. Carl Castaneda of Nintendo World Report condemned the soft race, the lack of diversity in weapons and vehicles, and the presence of quests in the racing game, although he found the stunt mode interesting. The low complexity
has been criticized, the multiplayer game was lamented. Critics positively summarized the game's graphics as cartoonish, colorful and well-animated, though less impressive. Fischer, in his opinion, noted that the general view is hindered only by random bits of slowing down, and some lack the design level. Charles Onitte of IGN and Ellie Gibson of
Eurogamer noted the high degree of detail and additional moving parts in the game level design, although Gibson noticed that some areas were dimly lit, and Oniette criticized the lower graphic quality of the D-O-Frame compared to conventional gameplay. Navarro praised the explosive destruction of the car as one of the great joys of the game, although he
noted a slight drop in frame rates in the Gamecube version. Guzman praised the scenes as remarkably animated, but described the overall visuals as bright. Castaneda found the presentation passable, clarifying that the frame rate is sometimes a bit buggy, but never during races, so it's not very disturbing. The character models are good enough for the cast,
but still don't look much better than the 32-bit version of the last game. The sound was largely dismissed as unremarkable and forgetful, with the exception of Gibson, who praised the sound effects and music as great and excellent. Nevertheless, the voiceover was received more positively. Navarro praised the comedic quality of the voiceover, despite its
occasional disgust, and singled out henchmen and horribly undercooked commentators as great fun. Castaneda was also impressed with the voiceover, and claimed that smart recording and dynamite delivery will definitely make you laugh out loud a couple of times. Guzman described the character's banter as rich, colorful and funny. Fisher felt that the voice
work was simply decent, while Onitte found that some of the voices of the characters, especially the Voices of Pasadena O'Possum, were annoying. Inquiries released under the Sierra Entertainment brand in all regions except Japan - Crash Bandicoot Action Pack Related Games. Gamespot. Received on December 16, 2012. Crash Tag Team Racing
(Nintendo DS). Accident Mania. January 9, 2017. Received on July 9, 2017. - b c d e f g h i j k l Radical Entertainment (2005). Crash Tag racing instruction brochure. Sierra. A sheet of IGN symbols. 2005-04-07. Archive from the original 2007-10-14. Received 2007-10-12. Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment.
Level/area: Meet the dammkopfs. Chick Gizzard Lips: Top O' 'mornin' and cock-a-doodle-dow, sports fans. Chick Gizzard Lips is here welcoming you to a farewell race at Clutch's MotorWorld von Clutch. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Level/area: Meet the dammkopfs. Chick Gizzard Lips: Von Clutch, a deranged cyborg genius, fabricated the
ultimate auto-race theme park. Indeed, the park's tracks sowed consternation on its participants. Too awful for this reporter to describe by air. Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: Meet the dammkopfs. Stew: But now OL' Von Clutch's Power Gems have been stolen, giving Clutch background just hours
to get his Power Gems back, or is a slam dunk, thank you, punk. Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: Von Clutch makes a deal. Dr. N. Jin: Maybe this is the answer to our dilemma. This strange theme park is fertile ground for us to plant a new seed... Evil!! / Dr. Neo Cortex: Yes! A new sinister base, all
the churros we can eat, and get rid of Bandicoots all at the same time! Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: Follow the Wumpa whip. Pasadena O'Possum: It's affirmative, W.K. There was a Wumpa Whip trail in place of every stolen Power Gem in the park! Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing
(PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: Follow the Wumpa whip. Willie Wumpa Cheeky: Oh, that's it! I had it! You people are dumber than a bag of hammers! This is me! I'm telling you! Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: I hate chicken. Chick Gizzard Lips: And the winners go trophies.
Congratulations, Bandicoots! / Coco Bandicoot: Thank you, Mr.... Chicken man! It's really cool and stuff, but we'd like to bring back the park property where it belongs: Ebenezer von Clutch. Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: I hate chicken. Pasadena O'Possum: It's right to darn the neighborly me, but I
don't think it's going to do him any good. Now that his Black Power Gem is gone, it's time for ol' Ebenezer... drive that demolition derby in the sky. Radical entertainment. Crash Tag Racing (PlayStation 2). Sierra Entertainment. Level/area: I hate chicken. Ebenezer von Clutch: du Liber! I feel great, I do! Accident, my boy, I owe it to you all! Danke Schoen! Free
life passes for all ze bandicoots, me! Selko Duvniak - Crash Bandicoot - Crash Tag Team Racing. Selko Duvniak. Received on March 24, 2016. Crash Tag Team Racing (Original Game Music Score) in the iTunes Store. 2007-03-07. Received 2008-01-27. Constant Dead Link - Aggregated Xbox score on Metacritic. Metacritics. Received 2008-01-27. The
cumulative score for PlayStation Portable on Metacritic. Metacritics. Received 2008-01-27. PlayStation 2 on Metacritic. Metacritics. Received 2008-01-27. 2008-01-27. The cumulative score for GameCube on Metacritic. Metacritics. Received 2008-01-27. b Ford, Greg; Sanders, Kathleen; Robert Ashley (December 2005). Crew review: Crash Tag Team
Racing. Electronic games are monthly. No 198. a b c d Gibson, Ellie (March 29, 2006). Crash Tag Team Racing. Eurogamer. Received on December 26, 2019. Reed, Kristan (December 18, 2005). PlayStation Portable review on Eurogamer. Eurogamer. Received on January 27, 2008. a b c Speer, Justin (January 3, 2006). Crash Tag Team Racing Review.
G4. Archive from the original on January 14, 2006. Received on September 14, 2020. b c d e f Alex Navarro (October 27, 2005). Crash Tag Team Racing Review. Gamespot. Received on December 26, 2019. b Navarro, Alex (November 30, 2005). PlayStation Portable review on GameSpot. Gamespot. Received on January 27, 2008. a b c d e f Guzman,
Hector (November 8, 2005). Crash Tag Team Racing. Gamespy. Received on September 14, 2020. a b c d e Charles Onyett (October 21, 2005). Crash Tag Team Racing. Ign. December 26, 2019. a b c d e Castaneda, Karl (November 17, 2005). Crash Tag Team Racing Review. Nintendo World Report. Received on January 27, 2008. a b c d e f g h Fisher,
Matthew (October 31, 2005). Crash Tag Team Racing Review (Xbox). TeamXbox. Archive from the original on March 11, 2012. Received on September 15, 2020. External Links Crash Tag Team Racing to MobyGames extracted from logic and computer design fundamentals fifth edition solutions
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